GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ADVISORY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION 3B
GLOVER PARK AND CATHEDRAL HEIGHTS

February 13, 2020
Mr. Andrew Trueblood
Director, Office of Planning
1100 4th Street SW, Suite E650
Washington, DC. 20024
Dear Mr. Trueblood:
Thank you for the opportunity for ANCs to comment on the draft amended DC Comprehensive Plan
(“Comp Plan.” The Comp Plan is very important as a framework and guidebook for all planning in the
District, including for housing, transportation, schools, parks and other public facilities, as well as
development and zoning decisions in the District. We appreciate the addition of provisions on resilience
and climate change. Many of the other elements can also have major effects on our area and the city.
As our ANC expressed in our December 12, 2019, letter to OP, we would have liked to see OP undertake
extensive and comprehensive outreach to residents and other stakeholders as part of the Comp Plan
amendment process, including full presentation of the proposed amendments to the Comp Plan, what they
are intended to do, and how they address strengths and weaknesses that have been identified in the 2006
Comp Plan as part of a formal evaluation process. In the absence of that kind of effort, and with a very
constrained time schedule, our Commission has reviewed the content of the draft amended Area Element
for Rock Creek West, which is the part of the District that includes ANC3B, and tried to assess whether
the amendments reflect what we know about our own community and what our constituents are seeking
as we look to the future.
We would also like to share some more general points about priorities for the area and the city including:
- supporting and preserving stable neighborhoods so they can provide a high quality of life for new and
existing residents;
- emphasizing the importance of preserving and enhancing the tree canopy and avoiding or reducing
“heat islands” in all plans for land use and other economic development;
- carrying out environmental goals adopted in the Clean Energy DC legislation last year, including
energy conservation, reduced use of fossil fuels, and increased use of renewable energy, which should
be built into plans for economic development, construction and renovation, and other land use plans
and design decisions
- creating and preserving affordable housing and moderate cost housing in the area, to ensure that
housing options are available in our area for residents at all income levels rather than just high cost or
luxury housing, whether in new or existing buildings;
- supporting mixed use including retail and other commercial as well as residential use in neighborhood
commercial districts along major transit corridors;
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- planning for additional school capacity along with plans for additional housing for families in the area;
- ensuring that plans for other development are coordinated with plans for transportation and other
infrastructure to ensure that adequate services are available for new and existing residents;
- providing housing options such as permanent supported housing in the Rock Creek West area for
individuals assessed with ongoing needs for medical and mental health care and other social services,
to ensure that their current services continue when they move and they are not left without required
assistance in units that do not sustain their quality of life;
- providing for public participation in reviewing and commenting on future changes to the Comp Plan as
well as plans for developments that use city funding or require zoning approval.
These types of points about priorities would usually be included in a section of the Comp Plan entitled
“Priorities.” OP, however, did not conduct a comprehensive outreach process to identify the people’s
vision and priorities for the city, the functional areas covered in the plan, or various part of the city, that
means there is no section of the draft plan presenting a new vision or priorities for our area, Rock Creek
West. That section of the 2006 plan is simply omitted from the Area Element and placed in an appendix.
For that reason, we have tried to represent priorities that have been raised to our ANC and will offer them
on several key topic areas in the draft, with the hope they will be useful as guidance for this and future
drafts of the Comp Plan.
As many residents, planners, business people, and local officials have observed, the District has changed
a great deal since 2006, in ways that are visible and tangible in how the city and its neighborhoods look
and operate and in other ways that are unseen but felt. Some challenges remain the same, others have
evolved, and many new challenges have emerged. Our expectation and recommendation is that when OP
next takes up the Comp Plan for amendments or rewrites, the process should begin with wide-ranging
outreach that reaches a large share of residents and other stakeholders around the District, with the
intention of understanding the people’s vision and priorities. It should also consider what has worked well
and what has not worked as well in the Comp Plan in the intervening years. That combination of listening
and learning and evaluating, against a backdrop of standards and principles that reflects a range of views
and interests of the public, can create a foundation for considering what portions of the Comp Plan should
be amended or rewritten and what changes are needed to satisfy the overarching vision of the people for
their city.
We are attaching recommendations for specific provisions of the draft amended Comp Plan in the Area
Element for Rock Creek West which covers our ANC area, and corresponding mark-ups with specific
suggestions and questions. Our recommendations focus on maintaining stable, attractive neighborhoods,
supporting the vitality of the local business district, protecting and expanding the tree canopy, conserving
National Park land and the U.S. Naval Observatory, considering school capacity and overcrowding in
plans for housing and other development, completing sewer improvements including in Glover Archbold
Park, supporting housing for seniors and people with disabilities, and providing senior wellness activities
through decentralized programing at facilities around the Rock Creek West area. Also attached are some
additional general priorities for other Elements of the amended draft Comp Plan on Housing,
Environment, and Land Use.
As ANC3B has highlighted in our previous comments to OP about other phases of this Comp Plan cycle,
public participation is essential to effective city planning at each stage, from development of the vision
and priorities all the District’s plans to the specific language of the Comp Plan to Small Area Plans, plans
for other agencies and parts of the infrastructure, and zoning regulations, to the review of particular
projects such as PUDs or applications that go through the Board of Zoning Adjustment.
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Though public participation was not as full as the city should have provided andas we would have liked
to seJthrough tie current amendment cycle, from 2017 to2019,we hope that OP will fully consider all
comments from ANCs and members of the public in this comment period, before finalizingthe draft
amended Comp Plan and moving it forward to the Council for review.
We hope that in coming years, OP will concentrate on designing an effective process for reaching out to
the people throughout the District to hear their priorities and assess their vision for the future, consider
what worked weil or not as well all under the 2006 Comp Plan and the 2019 rewrite, and assess the
changes recommended to correct or improve the Comp Plan, as the foundation for the actual update of the
Comp Plan that is due to be completed in2026.
We also would like to share u i'"* ,."o.mendations for future updates of the Comp Plan' Though the
calendar established by the Council currently in effect required a set of amendments to the 2006 Comp
Plan in 2011,2016, and 2021 leading to a complete update/rewrite in 2026 after 20 years, it is now 2020
and it may take an entire year or more for the Council to approve the amendments in the current cycle, so
it is in noway practical to imagine that we could undertake another amendment cycle that would
conclude in20il. Our strong ricommendation would be to skip the 2,021amendment cycle-or consider
the current cycle to satisfi that requirement-and move directly to working toward having an effective,
inclusive updated ComprlhensiverPlan in place by 2026, with all the public outreach, public input, and
public review that wouid be required in a trll public planning process that there was not time to do in this
amendment process.

If the Council finds it necessary or desirable to adopt new legislation to guide the Comp Plan update
process for 2026, we suggest that there should be:
- requirements for format evaluation of experiences with what works and what does not work as well in
the Comp Plan in effect, with public outreach, public comments, and public sharing of the evaluation
results before initiating a call for amendments or input for an update or rewrite of the Comp Plan
- detail on what should be considered in the range of "amendments" in an amendment cycle
- directions on how to elicit suggested amendments from a broad range of stakeholders, identiff the
reasons for the proposed amendments and the intended effects
- provisions for siakehotders to submit suggestions of provisions in the Comp Plan that they would likg
to keep, rather than change
- specifics on the timetable and notification process and potentially'public hearings that OP should
fbUow to provide for public review of proposed amendments, including adequate information and time
for residents and ANCs to make an assessment and submit comments
- consideration of a shorter time between full updates of the Comprehensive Plan, perhaps I 5 years with
two amendment cycles rather than20 years with three amendment cycles'
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
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at a duly noticed public meeting of the Commission on
This letter was approved by a vote of
February 13,20r0,at which a quo** *ai present. (Three of the five Commissioners make a quorum')
By that vote, the Commission also designatid the Chairman or the Commissioner for3Eotto repres€nt
the Commission on this matter.
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Other Points on ANC3B Priorities in Select Elements
Detailed Recommendations for Area Element Rock Creek West
Mark-up of Area Element Rock Creek West
Zoning Description for Mixed Use (MU) Zone MU-27 Naval Observatory
Residents’ Comments on Draft Amended Comp Plan
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OVERVIEW

2300.t

The Rock Creek West Planning Area encompasses 13 square miles in the
northwest quadrant of the District of Columbia. The Planning Area is bounded by
Rock Creek on the east, Maryland on the north/west, and the Potomac River and
Whitehaven Parkway on the south. Its boundaries are shown in the Map at left.
Most of this area has historically been Ward 3 although in past and present times,
parts have been included in Wards 1,2, and 4.2300.1

2300.2

Rock Creek West's most outstanding characteristic is its stable, attractive
neighborhoods. These include predominantly single;family neighborhoods such
as like Spring Valley, Forest Hills, American
Park, and Palisades; row
house and garden apartment neigh
Gardens; and mixed density neighborhoods
as Woodley Park, Chevy Chase,
ive
and Cleveland

Park.
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Some ofUAS.hi4g!9IE!+he+is*ie++ most important natural and cultural
resources are located in Rock Creek West. These resources include Rock Creek
Park, the National Zoo, Glover Archbold Park, Battery Kemble Park, and Fort
Reno Park as well as numerous smaller parks and playgrounds. Many of these
areas serve as resources for the entire city. Cultural resources include the

Washington National Cathedral, American University, the University of the
District of Columbia, Howard Law School George Washington University's Mt.
Vernon Campus; numerous places of worship ehr*rehes; and several museums,
including the Kreeger and Hillwood. The neighborhoods themselves are an
important cultural resource, with
several historic
districts
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Despiteitsresidentialcharacter,RockCreekWest!@

employment centers. including public and private educational and cultural
institutions.

na+

eernmereialtelevisie+sEatisns-local broadcasters. -{@-a
large
number of foreign missions, including the International Chancery Complex at
Van ess Street. Several large hotels are located in the community, including the
and Marriott Wardman Park near the Woodley Park Metro
00.4
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Metro stations and along its major corridors. eemme+e+a+eve+ay Special zones
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have been created in three of these areas, allowing a mix of retail uses and
retaining a human scale and pedestrian character along neighborhood shopping
streets. Much of the commercial land use in the area is located along the
Wisconsin and Connecticut Avenue corridors in shopping districts like Friendship
Heights, Tenleytown. Van Ness. and Cleveland Park. @
uses is generall)'pesitive and ereates senre ef the rnest livable neighberheed' in
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mixed-use developments such as Park Van Ness and Cathedral Commons
have helped to add new retail and restaurant choices as well as housing and
new patrons for local businesses to ma.ior corridors such as Conneelieut aad
Street
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The Rock Creek West area has #rer+g significant economic n+en*cn+tu+
poter-rtial, leading to past and present concerns about the
impacts of uruestrained development
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Creek West have experienced competition for customers and for new
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Since the early 2000s, as many neighborhoods across Washineton, DC have
seen reinvestment and population growth. commercial corridors in Rock
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jor With services and retail serving both the
these mixed-use corridors
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priva+e-in+€sfiflfft' The combination of a relatively affluent population, exeellent
transportation ga1!!g
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, stable and attractive neighborhoods, highl, and a limited supply of vacant land, has led to very strong market
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for housing &ts+{+as$ee++ remains consistently strong in Rock Creek
West. During the 1980s and 1990s, when Washinston. DC theDistrie+ was
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losing residents, neighborhoods west of Rock Creek Park continued to add
households. Growth has resulted from a combination of factors, including
relatively low crime rates, numerous neighborhotid amenities, accessible
neighborhood retail, convenient Metrorail access, active community
organizations, aRd relatively high-performing public schools with strong parental
support. and numerous
.2300.7
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These same factors have created a continuing affordable housing dilemma in the
community. The 2016 median sale price for homes in ZIP codes west of Rock
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Creek Park exceeded $975.000.
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Although there are iimi+ed-opportunities for new
housing development in the area, there continues to be a substantial unmet need
for new affordable units and a need to preserve existing pretee$the-+elr+ai+il+g
affordable and moderate income unitsj++++enviffii+s
arc+eing+{il+inated. Increasin g th e prod,uetion'o f affo rdabl e and m od e rate
income units in Rock Creek West is a nrioritv. 2300.8
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opportunities for creating low to middle-income housing units, particularly
where available capacitv exists under current zoning. including near Metro
stations. As an Area of High Economic Opportunitv. as defined by the
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housing goals.
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The preservation and improvement of the natural environment is also a high
priority in Rock Creek West. The community is fortunate to have one of the
densest tree canopies in the city, several community gardens, the Capital Crescent
Trail, and more park and open space acreage than any other Planning Area in the

city.However,developmentonthefringesofthesi@

€+e+e-land-Pmk parks has caused erosion and diminished water quality and views
in some places. The existine Tlree and
in
protections in the zoning code need to be
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preserved for the foreseeable future.2300.9
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The sense of community in Rock Creek West is reinforced by a particularly active
network of neighborhood associations, Advisory Neighborhood Commissions,
and involved residents. Well-organizedCitizens Associations serve many of the
area's neighborhoods, including AU Park, Chevy Chase, Cleveland Park, Forest
5
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Hills, Foxhall, Glover Park, Palisades, Spring Valley, Wesley Heights,
Tenleytown, and Woodley Park. A number of Historical Societies and
groups are also actively involved in community affairs. Main Street
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groups"shape local land use and development decisions, and provide guidance on
a wide range of issues relating to transportation, community services, public
safety, and other long-range planning concerns.2300.l0
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HISTORY
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The first settlements in Rock Creek West developed along roads connecting the
port of Georgetown to the countryside north and west of the city. One of the first
settlements was at the juncture of Georgetown Pike (now Wisconsin Avenue) and
River Road, where there was a toll station. John Tennally opened a tavem at the
intersection around 1790, giving his name to the area now called Tenleltown.
Several large estates were developed in the area during the 1800s, including the
estate of Colonel Joseph Belt (named Chevy Chase), Major John Adlum's 200acre "vineyard" in what is now North Cleveland Park, and the Henry Foxhall
estate in modern-day Foxhall. 2301.1

2301.2

The C&O Canal was completed in 1843, and a parallel road (now MacArthur
Boulevard) was constructed to the city's water intake facilities at Great Falls. The
canal prompted industrial development along the Potomac River and in the
Palisades, including a foundry and several slaughterhouses along Canal and
Foxhall Roads. The Rock Creek West area developed strategic military
importance during the Civil War, when Fort Reno, Fort DeRussy, Fort Bayard,
Battery Kemble, and other fortifications were developed. 2301.2

2301.3

The area remained rural after the Civil War. The Potomac Palisades became
popular as a summer retreat for wealthy Washingtonians. Land adjacent to Fort
Reno, meanwhile, was occupied
f€ffi€rs]av€s
who came north in search of homes and land. Their community, dubbed "Reno
Crty," remained until the 1930s when the District developed Deal and Wilson
Sschools, and the National Park Service developed Fort Reno Reservoir. Another
community of
freed from slaverv slav€s developed along Chain Bridge
Road in the Palisades.2301.3
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Development in the Rock Creek West area began in earnest around 1890. In that
year, Senators William Stewarld and Francis Newlands founded the Chevy Chase
Land Company. The company was responsible for the extension of Connecticut
Avenue into Maryland, construction of a trolley line, and the development of the
residential community of Chevy Chase. Also in 1890, Congress dedicated 1,700
acres along the Rock Creek Valley as Rock Creek Park-defining development,
transportation, and demographic patterns that would shape the city during the
century to come. Other defining moments of the era included the groundbreaking
6
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RCW-I GENERAL POLICIES

2308.1

RCW-l.l Guiding Growth and Neighborhood Conservation
The following general policies and actions should guide growth and neighborhood
conservation decisions in Rock Creek West. These policies and actions should be
considered in tandem u ith those in the citywide elements of the Comprehensive
Plan.2308.1

2308.2

PolicyRCW-1.1.1:l,leighborhoodConservation

2308.3

Policy RCW-I. 1.2: Economic Development
Given the strength of the private market within Rock Creek West, carefully
consider public-private partnerships seeterinitiatives that provide public
r"er*l4stimt+k*e-additional
mun
and su
mixed-use development in the area.2308.3
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: Conserving Neighborhood Commercial Centers
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Support and sustain local retail uses and small businesses in the area's
neighborhood commercial centers as outlined in the Generalized Policv Map'
These eenters sheuld be"preteeted fiem enereaehrnent b)' large effiee buildings
ing-+s€s- Compatible new uses such as multifamily housing or {imi+eel-[,aw-+est neighborhood-serving office space (above
local-serving ground-floor retail uses) should be considered within the area's
commercial centers to meet affordable and moderate income housing needs,
provide transit-oriented development. and sustain g]g{4g41[ new

@retail

and small

businesses@

Dis+iet. 2308.4

2308.5

Policy RCW- 1. 1.4 : Inftll Development
Recognize the opportunity for inflll development within the areas designated for
commercial land use on the Future Land Use Map. When such development is
proposed, work with ANCs, residents, and community organizations to encourage
mixed-use projects that com bine housing. includins affordab
and commercial
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Policy RCW- 1. 1. 5 : Preference for Local-S erving Retail
P'{i
Support new commercial development in the Planning Area that provides the
range ofgoods and sen'ices necessary to meet the needs of local residents' Such
uses are preferable to the development of new larger-scale or i'big-box" retail uses
that serve a regional market. "Destination" retail uses are not appropriate in
smaller-scale commercial areas, especially those without Metrorail access'
Regardless of scale. retail development must be planned and designed to mitigate
traific, parking. and other impacts on adjacent residential areas' 2308'6
Policy RCW-1.1.6: Metro Station Areas
Recognize the importance of the area's five Metrorail stations to the land use
pattern and transponation network of Norlhwest W ash i n gton and &S!!4g!sL
Each station should be treated as a
place and an integral part of the neighborhood around it. +he Mixed-use
eFlargge{See*r*ildinetat the area's ![n+etro stations should be

for

of
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and

retail uses in a manner consistent with the Future Land Use Map, the Generalized
Pelieie Policv Map, and the policies of the Comprehensive Plan' €aref++
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2308.8

Policy RCW-1.1.7: Housingfor Seniors and
Maintain and increase housing for elderly and
the major transportation and commercial corridors of Wisconsin
Avenues. 2308.8

,

2308.9
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Policy RCW-1.1.8: Managing Institutionul Land Uses
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Manage ilnstitutional land uses in the Rock Creek West Planning Area should be
harmonious with surrounding uses,
and
potential adverse effects on
neighboring properties should be are minimized @
expansion. gnsu+e+lm+anf rRedevelopment of
land should be
compatible with the physical character of the comm
city. and is not inconsistent with all-provisions of the
the underlying zoning rules and regulations. Densities and intensities of any future
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inliastrtreture eerrr:;traiuts anel input from the local community. accommodatisg
student housing on campuses and futurettnfrast
.2308.9
See the Land Use E,lement for policiei on the expansion of institutional uses and
the neighborhood impacts of private schools and other institutional uses.

Policy RCW-1.1.9: Protecting Common Open Space
Protect the large areas of green space and interior open spaces that are common in
and around the communiry's institutional uses and its older apartment buildings,
{.N", nu,r.re,d{.g"'
such as Cathedral Mansions and the Broadmoor. Where these open
re; *'tru.r-l*fii'y
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recognized to contribute to the integrity of the site or
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Policy RCW-I.1.10: Conservation of Historic Estates
Conserve the historic estates in the neighborhoods west of Rock Creek Park,
including those that are formally landmarked and those that may be eligible for
landmark status. Require that the future use of these sites is compatible with their
landmark status
the integrity of their architectural and landscape
and fepurposllg efthes€ rttes does occur,
it must be sensiti
surrounding natural areas @
resiC#tr and not harm historic resources on the site. The use of
conservation easements to protect open space on these properties should be
considered. 2308.11
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Policy RCW-1.1.11: Managing Transportation Demund
fmpreYe traffie seff
ir+g
transpeftatien s)'stets management pregrams; Support the implementation of
transportation demand manag€ment programs; and other measures to more
efficiently use the area's road network and freduc!4g the volume of vehicle
trips generated by new developmentg. E*+su+e+hat Encourage new developments
to provide multimodal transportation options and implement dees+et
unreasenably degrade traffie eenditiens; an4that traffic calming ffio&stlfes-&ro
requ#to reduce development impacts on surrounding neighborhoods. Th+s
eharae+e+-ef+he-a+ea . 2308.12
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managem€ntplans. Traffie studies and mitigatien plans sheuld eensider net enl)'
the impaets ef the prqieet under eens:deratien but the eumulative impaet ef ether
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addition to
service vehicles. 2308.
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Please consult the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan for policies
on traffic levels of service and transportation demand management programs'

in alread)'eengested areas sueh as the Friendship Heights. Tenlelten,n; and

ffie*+a*iens=

2308.14

2308.15

lr i\At'i+i* *:.*'{'*f't1
Policy RCW-I. 1. I 3 : Pa*ing
6ti'l"it ' n'\
t ^i/ a
(tt' ,'f {'o" .
eensider the use ef easements w'ith private develepers Supnort parking
aifr
v.;fi*1rYe
management strategies to
parking options for accessing in the
S
and commercial districts.
y#i { t't"",
er sffeet publie parl<ing sheuld net be remeved within these distriets, 2308.14 riuC;{' prx{rt t '
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PolicyRCW-1.1.14:BicycleFacilities
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Iimprove facilities for bicyclists,
te+herx+ent
featible and eensi
iens, along Connecticut,
Wisconsin, and Massachusetts Avenues, along MacArthur Boulevard, along
Calvert and Abermarle Streets. Broad Branch Road (to Rock Creek Park), and
at each of the Metrorail stations.2308.15
are

2308.1 6

Policy RCW- 1, 1, I 5 : Metroru!! Access
Ensure Prioritize pedestrian, bicycle, and bus access to the five Metro Station
areas, and improve their visual and urban design qualities. Space for car-share
and rideshare vehicles should be provided near the stations where feasible to
reduce parking congestion in neighborhoods and encourage €arshari{+g=as-aft
alternatives to vehicle ownership. 2308.16

2308.17

Actio n RCW- 1. 1.A : C ommercial Z oning Assessment
Conduct an evaluation of commercial zoning designations throughout the Rock
Creek West Planning Area. Consider the creation of additional neighborhood
commercial ov€f{ay zones at the Van Ness/UDC, Tenlel,town, and Friendship
Heights Metro stations, and at neighborhood commercial centers and "main
streets" throughout the area. Such e+erlays ryqshould promote pedestrianoriented ensu+e+ha+-ner+ development
and is @ responsive to community concerns about
building height, buffers, and transitions between uses, while promoting locallvowned businesses and mixed-use development. 2308.17

nei@,

2308.1 8

Action RCW-1.1.8: Protection of Neighborhood Architecture and Aesthetics

tlotr rr.tr as conservation Districts and changes to the zonilg
ffiffi
Regulatl6hs to reduce the incidence of "teardowns" in Rock Creek West's single
family and row house neighborhoods. While this is a citywide issue (see Policy
LtJ-2.1.6
Action LU-2.1.D), it is a particular concern in this part of the city

{

2308.1 8

2308.t9
nevelep a jeint pl
Ptanning eemmissio
Obsolete-See

Implementation Element 2308. 1 9
2308.20

Action RCW-l.l.D: Traffic Flow Improvements
Conduct and implement regularlrupda*c-transportation and livability studies for
the area's major corridors to identifli possible traffic flow and safety
improvements. These studies should also identiff improvements to diminish "cut2L
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f.

Neighborhoods developed on hilly terrain on or near stream valleys such as
Chain Bridse Road / Universitv Terrace. Barnaby Woods, Forest Hills,
HaMhorne, Spring Valley, and Woodland-Normanstone; and

o
b

The Fort Circle Parks, including Batterv Kemble Park. Fort Bayard Park, and
Whitehaven Parkway. 2309.2

peiffiia'
2309.3

Any future development adjacent to these areas must be designed to respect and
maintain their park like settings, and conserve their environmental quality. 2309.3

2309.4

Policy RCW-1.2.3: Nationsl Park Service Areas
Conserve and improve the more than 2,000 acres of nafural open space in the
forested neighborhoods that lie between the Potomac River and Rock Creek Park,
including Battery Kemble Park, Glover Archbold Park, the Potomac National
Heritage Scenic Area, and the Fort Circle Parks. Support efforts to restore water
quality and improve natural habitat, along with capital improvements to improve
trails and provide appropriate recreational features. 2309.4

2309.5

Policy RCW-I.2.4: Cultural and Tourist Attractions
Protect and enhance the cultural and visitor attractions west of Rock Creek Park,
including the National Cathedral, the C&O Canal, the Capital Crescent Trail,
Peirce Mill, the Hillwood Estate, and the National Zoo. Encourage broader
recognition of other attractions in the area, such as the Naval
the pm,:", rr{r*'r-t*}
Fort Circle Parks. Ensure that tourist activity d€€s.fl€+dis+upt{he
t -i. aa "o**va4*({*{
positivelv with quality of life for nearby residents.
i ,r rl.lrA.qr4{rsn*
te Implement and maintain traffic routing, transportation and parking
i "i, rad',+ds*'+it'+vc*
d l'*e"
e,a{'sry
management plans, and reasonable visitation hours. 2309.5
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Policy RCW-1.2. 5 : Historic Resources
Conserve the important historic resources of the neighborhoods west of Rock
Creek that are identified in the DC Inventory of Historic Sites, ineluding*u+
not timitcd te thc Gl
estates; ane tne

g

ine
erest/Gre)'stene/Klingle lvlansien eluster ef heuses near Reek ereel<; the histerie
distriets sueh as eleveland Parl<; Weedle)'Park and Grant Read; histerie

and the sites

of

significance inventoried in the Historic Resources Survey conducted by the DC

Historic Preservation Office" the Tenleytown Historical Society, and the
23
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National Park @ice
Where more intense development is proposed
in the vicinity of historic properties, adverse effects should be mitigated
through careful sitinq. massing and design to respect the character of the
historic propertv and to provide appropriate transitions between the historic
propertv and surrounding areas. 2309.6

{

r.6

ti*i,

2309.7

Policy RCW- 1.2.6: Naval Observatory
Ensure that planning decisions in the vicinity of the Naval Observatory consider
the possible effects of light pollution and take appropriate steps to avoid adverse
impacts. 2309.7

2309.8

Policy RCW-1.2.7: Fire and EMS Services
Renovate and enlarge fire stations while remaining sensitive to their historic
architectural qualities.
the+earea-s*ffieient The number of fire stations must be sufficient to serve the
needs ofarea residents and businesses.2309.8

2309.9

Policy RCW-1.2.8: Schools and Libraries
Place a very high priority on the expansion. renovation and improvement of
schools and libraries. The fact that a majority of the schools in this Planning Area
are operating at or above capacity should be considered in DCPS facility
planning.
W+ng.
Changes to school service boundaries, and the
exnansion of existing school facilities, and/or development of additional school
facilities should be aggressively pursued to ensure that school overcrowding is
proactively addressed. 2309 .9
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r

Policy RCW-1,2,9: Active Outdoor Recreation for All Aees ge#e*s+ne=+fftnlie
Paeili+ie*
Expand recreation grounds where and when feasible, with a particular emphasis
on athletic fields for activities such as soccer, softball, and regulation baseball. A
skate Dark. playgrounds and other outdoor spaces for children and teenagers
are needed. Expand aquatie faeilities te a level ef senr'iee tlrat is eemparable te
the level previded in-ether parls ef the Distriet, 2309.10

2309.10

2309.11
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0 : C o m m u n i ty,tB a s e d R es ide ntial F acilitie s
Encourage the development of small-scale community-based residential facilities
on scattered sites within the Planning Area, and social service counseling and
referral facilities on the commercial corridors. Additional group homes and
residential
should be accommodated;fre+ide4{ha+
// communl

P olicy RCW- 1. 2. I

. Local religious
institutions should be encouraged to host small shelters to
social
experiencing homelessness
or housins facilities" taking into consideration issues of liability, security, and
adequacy of facilities .2309.11

I]ru
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See the Environmental Protection Element for additional policies on stream valley
parks, limits on impervious surface coverage, expansion of the tree and slope
protections in the zoning code everliariz€re, urban forestry, air quality, aircraft
noise, and development adjacent to parkland. See the Urban Design Element for
policies on conserving natural landform and topography. See the Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space Element for policies discouraging the placement of
buildings on parkland.
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2309.14

sr{lf.f,ir

fu+a{l

2309.15

>vP*t*a,9,
.2.A:
Sewer..Selisuttist
Continue
to separate storm sewers and sanitary sewers-'within the area'.s
a priority on rehabilitating the combined sewer in Glover
Archbold Park
2309.12

Action

Infrastructure Element and Environmental Protection Element for
more information on coqrbined sewers.
See the

Action RCW-1.2.8: Recreation Center and Pools
Develop a new recreation center and community pool in the eastem part of the
Planning Area. An analysis conducted as part of the District's 2006 Parks and
Recreation Master Plan determined a shortage of such facilities in the
TenleytownA{orth Cleveland Park/Forest Hills area and suggested that immediate
planning begin to select appropriate sites.
Element 2309.13
Action RCW-I.2.C: Palisades Open Space Protection
Protect the historic linear open space that once supported the Palisades/Glen Echo
trolley liner:gith its unique sce
.
Consider rehabilitatins the trestle bridges to accommodate a walk/bike
trail.23 09.14

)u F;ET
A

RCW-1

Aorv\<89
Senior
wellness

*$fi#sp-

the Rock Creek West Planning

of older
.2309.t5
2309.16

Action RCW-

1. 2.

E : Tenley-Friendship

Library

Complete the renovation/reconstruction of the Tenley-Friendship Library as a
community gathering space and repository for books and media serving the
surrounding community. Completed-See Implementation Element 2309.16

2309.17

ActionRCW-L.2.F: Fagadelmprovements
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23tt.t

From the Taft Bridge across Rock Creek, Connecticut Avenue extends 3.5 miles
northwest to the Maryland State Line. Along the way, the avenue passes through
the Woodley Park, Cleveland Park, and Van Ness/UDC commercial districts
(with Metro stations of the same name at each location), as well as the Chevy
Chase commercial district at its northern end. The avenue is a broad, attractive
boulevard for most of its length, handling over 35;0e0 30.000 vehicles on an
average day. The areas between the commercial districts are generally developed
with mid- to high-rise apaftments and condominiums, although there are pockets
of less dense development as well.

par+s-of{h€M 23ll.l
2311.2

commercial destinations. The Commercial Market Analvsis and
Enhancement Stratesv for Cleveland Park completed in 2016 identified four
opportunities to help Cleveland Park businesses adapt to the changing
competitive context and attract additional customers:
a. grow and strengthen the Cleveland Park Business Association;
b. retain and exDand Cleveland Park's customer base in its
primary market area;
c.
capture larger share ofthe existing vehicular and transit
commuters along Connecticut Avenuel and
d. attract more visitors from other neighborhoods in DC and
Marvland. and National Zoo visitors. 2311.2

NEW

While the corridor is largelv built out. there remain opportunities for
redevelonment and renovation to support the future vitalitv of commercial
and moderate income housins.
districts and create much needed
and service

2311.3

eur*er ne*n; tne Va
ings=
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31 1.3

23tt.4

While the Van Ness area funetiens as an impertant eernmunit)'shepping distriet;
it suffers frem a harsh street envirenment; an exeessive ameunt ef hardseaped

institutienal and

2311.4

23t1.s

eemptementarl'u

i*+g

ing

iesis
ive

spaee-231

23tt.6

1

.5

rfgampus PUn fer UBC

neighM311.6

ine

23tt.7

Policy RCW-2. 1. I : C onnectic ut Aven ue Corridor
Sustain the high quality of the Connecticut Avenue corridor. The positive
qualities of the corridor, particularly its attractive older apartment buildings, green
spaces, trees, and walkable neighborhood shopping districts, should be conserved
and enhanced. Continued efforts to improve tiaffiC flow and parking'should be

2311.8

Policy RCW-2. 1. 2 : Inlill Development
Recognize the opportunity for additional housing, includins new affordable and
moderate income units. with some retail and limited office space along the
Connecticut Avenue corridor.
eensistent *'itlr the designatiens ef these areas err the Future tand tJse I\'lap,
jeit+ing-us€s= 2311.8
zefti

NEW

Policv RCW: Cleveland Park Retail Euhsrueernetl
Support retail enhancement strategies for Cleveland Park to grow and
strengthen the local business association. continue to attract and serve local
residents. capture a larger share of the Connecticut Avenue commuters as
business patrons. and attract more visitors from outside neiqhborhoods.
30
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23tt.9

PetiE *eW-Z,l,S

@ped"pertieneft
2311.t0

311.9

PefiE ReW 2,1,l: €0

311.10

2311.ll

,*etien R€W-2,1,4

23tt.t2

Ar'1

2312
2312.1

Wisconsin Avenue extends 4.5 miles north from the Georgetown waterfront to
the District border. appre+ii
ine-, where it
continues beyond the state lfne into Bethesda. Marvland. The road pre-dates
the 1791L'Enfant Plan. At one time, it was one of the main commercial routes
servconnecling the Port of Georgetown with communities farther north and
was lined with houses and estates, some of which remain today. Today, tfre
Wisconsin aAvenue serves as the primary commercial and civig qorrtdqtfor
"I\4ain Street" ef several District neighborhoods, including Glover Park, Cathedral
Heights, Tenleytown, and Friendship Heights. 2312.1

2312.2

The eu+ren+ mix of uses along the avenue is eclectic. Its lower portions include
pedestrian-oriented shopping, mid- and high-rise apartment buildings, and
prominent institutional uses including the Russian Embassy and the National
Cathedral. F*rther tr'arther north, the avenue passes through rcla+i+€ty lowgdensity sin€1e_fan+i*y neighborhoods, with a mix of retail uses, mid-rise office
buildings
, ehu+efies places of
worship, private schools, and other institutional uses. For several blocks on either

i
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side of the Maryland line, the Avenue passes through a regional commercial
center at Friendship Heights. The regional center includes large department stores,
office buildings, and hotels on both the Maryland and District sides' 2312'2

23t2.3
ftve Metre statiens has been develeping in a manner that is eensistent lvith the
previeus eemprehensive Plan; rvith an 8 ster) residential building nen'under

i

rieinit)'ef beth statiens; and aleng the mile leng streteh ef the avenue in betw'een

the statiens, Private prepesals te redevelep several efthese sites are eurrentl)'

uffCcl,eensidcftIti€n; After vears of Dlanning and revie#. new mixed-use

#ffi

*;bl

terc**dg
Aven

ranidlv north of

estern Avenue.

ge\.{.r&s e$
have been few

anpes on

rs

Tenlevtown and Friendship Heights Metro station areas' 2312'3
23t2.4
."t--fi'fi:

#.:,::*$o

are

opportunitiesee*@for

transit-oriented
redevelopment. to imDrove streetscapes, create convivial public spaces.
diveisifv the shoppins experience. and create new housing. including

h"r.i"s. Friendship Heights een+inue++e$e is a regional center, and
"ff".drbt"
f"nf"yto*" *.*+""**+"+. !q a multi-neighborhood center, each with {i{n+ed
opportunities for new retail and residential uses. Given the high land values in
the neighborhoods along Wisconsin Avenue. redevelopment proiects are an
opportunitv to increase the limited number of affordable and moderate
income housins units in the Rock Creek West Plannins Area. 2312'4

23t2.5

Petrveen tennifer ana

".

g

uses and heusing is eneeuraged,

Additienal measures are needed te upgrade the
32
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eemple+edin4e0+ 2312.5
2312.6

Friendship Heights
neighborhoods that

".,

are stable, transit-accessible erien+ed

to the sustainable

ingJ€art Thus,

ra***{ne+

several core issues
must be addressed as plans for any of the sites around the Metro stations or along

H*.##rg;
rfli"Htiijfl,^o,*
ffi*:li

attractive street environment. The impact of new development on traffic, parking,
infrastructure, and public services must be mitigated to the greatest extent
feasible. The scale and height of new developmen t on the
should refl€€+

r,n
*8
lbr.rxr*{\
'#a6J*icr#.611,'

th€froxiffiity

d

srlo*tt

ise

€une,*icot

.23t2.6
23t2.7

Urban design improvements she*ld can make the Tenleytown Metro station area
a more affractive and better-connected community hub in the future. With busv
public schools. parks. a library. commercial uses. and new residential

proiects. the pedestrian. bicvcle. and vehicular connectivitv throughout the
Tenlevtown Metro station area remain an urban design challenge. ln20l4.
WMATA and DDOT completed a ioint studv of pedestrian access to the
Tenlevtown Metro station" recommending phvsical changes to address safetv
and access at this busv multi-modal area.
the east side ef Wiseensin betrveen ,\lbemarle and Brand)'n'ine 'oveuld speeifieall)'

M

leeated en the east side

ef \\/iseensin Avenue

at Albemarle Street is peerl)'

andeen*fur* Amenities such as public art, more attractive facades, and street trees
should be encouraged. Attention also should be paid to reducing pedestrianvehicle conflicts.@![ @
across streets and within sites,
and ensuring safe pedestrian access to theeaslside both Metro Station entranceq.
23t2.7

23t2.8

.

Policy RCW-2.2. 1 : Housing Opportunities
Re€egftize Pursue the opportunity for additional housingj@
and moderate income housing" with some retail and limited office space on the
eas+side-ef Wi sconsin Avenue
and
underdeveloped siteq west of the Friendship Heights metro station;*nden
33
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underutilized eemmereially -ened sites en Wi'eensin,\r'enue. Anydevel€pm€n+

i.

2312.8

Policy RCW-2.2.2: Tenleytown and Friendships Heishts Metrorail Station

2312.9

Areas_

SuDport coordinated Dlanning for Wisconsin Avenue's te-Stiltrl}a+ffieH-Tenleytown and Friendshin Heiehts
Metrorail station areaq,
state line at W
A

plannins

considerations for the corridor include:
a.

Utilize the public transit infrastructure and maximize Metrorail and bus access;

b.

Enable merchants to upgrade existing businesses, attract new customers and new
business establ ishments, and p rovide neigh bo rhood S++e+esidet++*-neet1eC
services;

*ee$,

**. Ud:

c.

Provide for the development of new. housing for a mix of incomes;

d.

Protect and preserve existing low density residences in the vicinity, and the
surrounding institutions and local public facilities by mitieatine fren+ the adverse
effects of development; and

e

Il'laintain heights and densities atap^repriate lel'els; w'ith arehitee+urat Site
planning and building design should be tffi sensitive to the area's
topography. exlstins architect
circulation patterns. ffi
.

Promote safe and comfortable pedestrian and bicvcle circulation to parks.
schools. transit, and shopping. as outlined in the Rock Creek West II
Livabilitv Sturlv.

r''*.

i..

&

A

1

with

blic

that

as

Dlaces where neiqhbors and visitors want to stav. Iinger. and eniov.
"

h.

Partner and collaborate with public and private institutional and educational
facilities along the corridor. 2312.9

23t2.10

Policy RCW-2. 2. 3 : National Cathedral
Preteet the \\/aslringten Natienal Cathedral frern develeprnent that rveuld despeil
its setting er fufther exaeerbate tnafl-ie on its perirneter, Anv development
adiacent to the National Cathedral should complement its settins and
mitieate direct traffic impacts on the Cathedral's operations. At the same
34
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time. the Cathedral's Ensu+e{ha* traffrc, parking, and activity impacts should
not
diminish the quality of life in the
surrounding neighborho ods. 23 12.10

2312.11

Policy RCW-2.2.4: lltisconsin and
Require that any changes to
Avenues

s"*
through-traffic on Wisconsin and Western
and
ease

i

.2312.11
2312.12

Policy RCW-2.2.5: Land Use Compatibility Along Wisconsin Avenue
F,nsure+ha+{irtu+c Future development along Wisconsin Avenue should be is

@architecturallysensitivetoadjoiningresidential
neighborhoods

shapes. Use a variety of means to improve the interface between
mixed-use districts and lower-scale residential uses, such as architectural design,
the stepping down of building heights away from the avenue, landscaping and
screenmg, and additional green space
I

Md,ea.st+

y.g46+rt,r\ 6Qf&$ its

rg i r,

tiv+J,

NE,W

transportation oDtions and safety.
23t2.13
Friendship Height

+ienObsolete-See Implementation Element

23t2.13

X

2312.t4

23t2.ts
height, planned unit developments and related density bonuses, and architectural
design in the Planning Area. Zoningtechniques should be considered to break up
the auto-oriented commercial appearance of much of Wisconsin Avenue and
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instead create a more pedestrian-oriented street, distinct in function and visual
character from adjacent residential areas. 2312.15

RCll : Liv a b i litv.

NEW

A ctio n

NEW

Action RCW: Wisconsin Avenue Plannins
Craft a coordinated vision with the District and community to better
understand the realities of change along northern Wisconsin Avenue to
inform future
and

Implernent the recommendations in the Rock Creek West II Livabilitv Studv
completed in 2011, and subsequent livabili8 studies completed.

,t&#

'[

7?

to

of life and

District

?n'u**,*&g*

1&

tar"t

At the Van Ness Metrorail station on the Connecticut Avenue corridor. the
Van Ness commercial district is a multi-neighborhood center with a shopping
district. institutional and office buildings. and several mid- to high-rise
residential buildinss. The area includes the 20-acre campus of the Universitv
of the District of Columbia (UDC) which has an enrollment of over 5.000
students as well as the International Chancerv Complex.
Recent improvements to the Van Ness commercial district include the new
UDC Student Center. the Park Van Ness redevelonment. and the creation of
the Van Ness Main Street organization. However. this section of the corridor
suffers from a challenqing street environment that is not welcoming to
Dedestrians. with an excess ofhardscaped surfaces and noted parking
problems. A lack of distinctive facades and storefronts offer a limited range
of retail goods and services. Meanwhile. ground floor re'tail space has been
lost to institutional and school uses. Opportunities exist for greater svnerw
between UDC and nearby shopping areas along Connecticut Avenue.

A Campus Plan for UDC was completed in 2011 to suide campus srowth and
development at Van Ness throush 2020 as its flasship location. The Campus
Plan recommends optimizing the universitv's facilities. providing an
environment for cultural exchange. to enliven the surrounding communitv.
and greening the campus. As the Campus PIan is implemented, efforts should
be made to improve the public space around the Metro station and make
future facilitv development compatible with the surrounding neishborhood;
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From: Danny Clark <daclark8192@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 2:11 PM
To: plandc <compplanupdate@dc.gov>
Cc: abonds@dccouncil.us; rwhite@dccouncil.us; dgrosso@dccouncil.us; esilverman@dccouncil.us;
Cheh, Mary (COUNCIL) <MCheh@DCCOUNCIL.US>; Mendelson, Phil (COUNCIL)
<PMENDELSON@DCCOUNCIL.US>; Turmail, Brian G. (SMD 3B05) <3B05@anc.dc.gov>; Young, Mary C.
(SMD 3B04) <3B04@anc.dc.gov>; Lane, Melissa (SMD 3B03) <3B03@anc.dc.gov>; Blumenthal, Jackie
(SMD 3B02) <3B02@anc.dc.gov>; Mladinov, Ann Lane (SMD 3B01) <3B01.ANC@dc.gov>
Subject: Comprehensive Plan
Dear Office of Planning and ANC3B members,
I'm writing to express my support for the Office of Planning’s proposed amendments to the remaining
sections of the Comprehensive Plan.
I live near the border of Glover Park and Cathedral Heights on Wisconsin Avenue and there is not
enough density in the neighborhood. While there are apartment complexes on one side of the street
that serve the needs of students and working families, on the other side there are single family homes
that cost millions of dollars that serve only wealthy residents. There is not enough affordable housing in
our neighborhood as low density housing is prioritized. Glover Park and Cathedral Heights need to do
their fair share to build more housing in DC so it can be affordable.
I want to support the proposed changes to the Comprehensive Plan and further suggest that richer, less
dense parts of the city need to share in the responsibility to create more housing. The entire city should
be moderate-density mixed use, and areas close to transit should be high-density mixed use. Single
family homes along a major bus route, like there are in my neighborhood, is not conducive to housing
affordability or good transportation policy.
My wife and I are expecting a child and want to remain in DC to raise our children. We're lucky to have
some financial stability that lets us live in this wonderful city. I want to make sure that the city my child
grows up in is affordable for all. By committing to building more housing, especially affordable housing,
we can accomplish this.
Thank you for considering my comments,
Daniel Clark

From: da zowader <dazowader@gmail.com>
Subject: Draft DC Comprehensive Plan Presentation at Wilson High School
Date: December 12, 2019 at 1:55:35 PM EST
To: ann.mladinov@gmail.com
Cc: da zowader don <dazowader@gmail.com>

A PLEASURE TO MEET YOU AT THE MEETING AT WILSON HIGH SCHOOL LAST WEEK.

MY CONCERNS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
I THINK IT IS NOT AT ALL REASONABLE TO EXPECT LOCAL RETAIL TO SET UP THEIR BUSINESSES AND
SUCCEED I THE NEW BUILDINGS THAT ARE PROPOSED IN TENLEYTOWN.
THE BUILDERS ARE BUILDING EXPENSIVE STRUCTURES WITH CONDOMINIUMS AND APARTMENTS—AND
THEY SAY THEY WILL ATTRACT LOCAL RETAIL.!—NO WAY.
THERE IS NO REALISTIC WAY THAT LOCAL RETAIL CAN SUCCEED. THERE IS AMPLE PROOF OF THAT BY
LOOKING AT THE PLACES THAT ARE EMPTY FROM ATTEMPTED LOCAL BUSINESS WHO HAVE NOT
BEEN ABLE TO SUCCEED BECAUSE OF HIGH COSTS.
AND WE DO NOT NEED MORE CHAIN STORES WHICH WE ALREADY HAVE ENOUGH.
HAVE THE BUILDERS MAKE THEIR TOTAL BUILDINGS FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE WITH APARTMENTS AND
CONDOS.
AND MAKE THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING PORTION 33%—NOT 15%—AND WITH A FAIR AMOUNT OF
PLACES TO PARK A CAR.
CARS ARE NOT GOING TO GO AWAY JUST BECAUSE WE WOULD LIKE PEOPLE TO RIDE BIKES. (AN
INTERESTING NOTE IS THAT I SEE A LOT OF YOYNG PEOPLE WITH CARS WITH BIKE RACKS CARRYING
BIKES)--

WE NEED MORE PLACES FOR MORE PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT WEALTHY AND ARE CRITICAL TO OUR
COMMUNITY—LIKE FIREMEN, POLICEMAN, TEACHERS FOR THE OVERCROWDED SCHOOLS, RESCUE
SQUAD PERSONNEL, AND NURSES.
OUR COMMUNITY IS VIBRANT AND NEEDS IMPORTANT PERMANENT PEOPLE WHO ARE NECESSARY TO
KEEP IT VIBRANT—NOT JUST COLLEGE STUDENTS.

AND BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO MAKE PLANS TO INCREASE THE HEIGHT ALLOWANCES—THERE SHOULD
BE AN ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THESE CHANGES IN THE COMMUNITY NEIGHBORHOODS—
ESPECIALLY SCHOOLS, TRANSPORTATION, PARKING AND UTILITIES.
I UNDERSTAND THERE NEEDS TO BE CHANGE AS OUR CITY EXPANDS.—
I JUST WANT IT TO BE DONE SMARTLY WITH THOUGHT AND PLANNING BEFORE ALLOWING PEOPLE
TO BUILD WITH MINIMAL THOUGHT OTHER THAN HOW MUCH MONEY THEY CAN MAKE.
Thanks for your understanding and consideration

DON ZOWADER- (older guy with large white mustache)

From: Brian Cohen <brian.a.cohen@gmail.com>
Subject: Tonight's agenda item on amendments to the DC Comprehensive Plan
Date: February 13, 2020 at 5:47:33 PM EST
To: Jackie Blumenthal <jackieblumenthal@gmail.com>, Brian Turmail <turmailb@agc.org>, Melissa Lane
<mjlanedc@mac.com>, Ann Mladinov <ann.mladinov@gmail.com>, "Mary C. Young" <mcy65@rcn.com>
Good afternoon Commissioners - I just wanted to weigh in on the agenda item tonight on the DC Comprehensive
Plan. I see from the agenda that the ANC will be voting on a proposed letter to the Office of Planning.
I hope you will vote to support finalizing and passing the plan and its amendments as rapidly as possible. This plan is
long overdue - it has been in the works for years and has been subject to numerous opportunities for public input and
comment.
The plan is particularly important for the Glover Park and Cathedral Heights neighborhoods. As you know, our
community faces several major challenges. Our commercial district is struggling; Metro is threatening significant cuts
in bus service to our communities; and rents and housing costs are increasing rapidly, creating challenges for those
who seek to stay long-term in rental apartments, age in place, or are hopeful that their adult children are able to live in
the same neighborhood where they grew up.
The comprehensive plan is not a magic bullet, but it would put a long-term framework in place that would help fix
many of these problems. it would increase the housing supply, creating opportunities for more people to live in,
enjoy, and revitalize our neighborhoods. It would improve long-term transit planning and transportation options,
reducing traffic and making it easier for residents of our community to get to work, school, and play; and it would help
stabilize and improve our commercial district.
This comprehensive plan would have significant benefits for current and future residents of Glover Park and
Cathedral Heights, and it is time that it move forward. I hope you will vote for a favorable letter this evening.
Sincerely,
Brian A. Cohen
ANC 3B-05 Resident
3908 Benton St. NW

ATTACHMENT A
Other Points on ANC3B Priorities I Select Elements of Draft Amended DC Comprehensive Plan
February 13, 2020
I. ROCK CREEK WEST AREA ELEMENT: Neighborhoods
The Rock Creek West Area Element highlights the importance of preserving stable, attractive
residential neighborhoods. The quality of life in the area is generally perceived as very high,
which is related to economic vitality, environmental quality, public safety and security, good
public services, parks and recreation, sound housing stock, the supportive and welcoming
community, and the energy created by a vibrant, diverse population engaged in the life of the
community. Those are characteristics that neighborhoods aspire to, and residents want to
sustain, so the ANC area appreciates the emphasis in the Area Element on preserving stable
neighborhoods
The major arterial street in Glover Park-Cathedral Heights is Wisconsin Avenue, including the
commercial area in Glover Park which has recently been selected for one of the city’s newest
Main Street programs. One of the challenges for the Glover Park commercial area and the Main
Street is sustaining the level of retail and commercial activity by attracting new businesses and
keeping the vacancy rate low for storefronts and other commercial properties. Competition
with online sales has affected retail businesses around the city and the nation, while
restaurants and cafes are in competition with establishments in other neighborhoods. The
development of new hubs of retail and restaurants and entertainments destinations in areas
such as 14th Street NW, H Street NE, NoMa, Union Market, the Wharf and Navy Yard draw
customers from District neighborhoods as well as tourists and visitors from around the region.
Many local businesses in Glover Park have noted that the combination of on demand delivery
to your door and easy access to relatively economical ride-hailing services have made it much
easier to take advantage of attractive dining and shopping options other than the
establishments a short walk away on Wisconsin Avenue, and that has cut significantly into their
business. Nearby neighborhood commercial corridors including those guided by Main Street
programs in Woodley Park and Tenleytown, as well as Cathedral Commons, Cleveland Park and
Georgetown-Burleith also compete with each other for customers, especially in a market where
a declining number of brick and mortar retail establishments are able to sustain themselves.
Other highly popular areas have lost commercial tenants as the number of visitors and the
volume of purchases go down, leaving vacant properties and dwindling chances to sustain the
businesses that remain. This is a challenge that ANCs and planners around the city will have to
take into account. Some properties that have been in use for commercial and retail for decades
back, as long as any current residents can remember, are difficult to rent for new restaurants or
retail. Are they going to be viable for that use in the future? Mixed use and residential
development may help to support local retail businesses, or residences may replace retail and
commercial uses in some instances. Close market analysis and careful planning will be needed
in neighborhood commercial districts such as Glover Park to maintain the viability of the area
and continue to ensure local services are available for residents.
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II. ROCK CREEK WEST AREA ELEMENT and ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: Tree Canopy
The Comp Plan includes a text box about the environmental goals adopted in the Clean Energy
DC legislation last year, as well as goals expanding the tree canopy and reducing the effect of
“heat islands.” These goals are important for all areas of the city, and should be incorporated in
plans for development including construction and renovation and other land use decisions.
The city’s many trees are a distinctive feature which adds to the attractiveness for visitors and
residents. At ANC public meetings in the past year where the Comp Plan was discussed, several
residents highlighted the importance of preserving the green appearance created by the street
trees and other landscaping, which are so noticeable to anyone arriving in the city. That
includes arrivals via the ‘gateways” in Rock Creek West, for example, the circles at Western
Avenue and Massachusetts Avenue and at Western Avenue and Connecticut Avenue.
ANC3/4G also has emphasized the importance of maintaining the environmental character of
the Connecticut Avenue gateway. The tree canopy and “green” look of the area that visitors see
as they enter the city are a particularly valued part of the character of the area. The trees and
parks and “public parking” not only contribute to the quality of life but also to the quality of the
overall environment and health for the community and the city as a whole, through the
reduction of carbon dioxide, a key greenhouse gas, as well as the reduction of temperatures at
the street level, the “heat island” effect that creates micro-level and macro-level harms to
human health and well-being and human and environmental health in the city. Perhaps those
points could be added to the sections on the three Policy Focus Areas, such as in ¶2311.7
Policy RCW-2.1.1: Connecticut Avenue Corridor.
Casey Trees, the non-profit that works with households and organizations to plant and care for
new trees, recently shared maps and statistics about the extent of impervious surface in the
District, which has been increasing over recent decades. The latest estimate is that 43% of
District land area is accounted for by impervious surfaces, including paved streets and
sidewalks, parking lots, impermeable playgrounds and patios, as well as rooftops. In contrast,
the area categorized as “tree canopy cover” is only 38% of the District land area and the aerial
maps show a steady reduction in tree canopy from 1984 to recent years. In 2016, the Mayor
established new goals for the tree canopy in the District, aiming for 40% tree canopy cover by
2032, which will require preserving existing trees, planting more trees, and replacing damaged
or dying trees that have to be removed.
Impervious surfaces absorb heat, creating higher ambient temperatures around the city (the
“heat island” effect) and exacerbating breathing problems, stress, and other health challenges.
Impervious surfaces also create increased run-off into our storm sewers, often containing oils
and other chemicals, waste products and sediments flowing into storm sewers and on to rivers
and streams. Trees and plants can have an opposite effect, increasing shade, reducing heat,
absorbing carbon dioxide. Recent research indicates that low-income neighborhoods often
have more impervious surface areas than other areas of the city and a smaller proportion of
tree canopy. The result is higher temperatures in the summer which are also related to worse
health outcomes for residents. This is another example of environmental injustice, and it is
good to see the concerns reflected in the Comp Plan ¶E-1-1.2 Urban Heat Island Mitigation,
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which includes tree canopy. These considerations should be part of land use policies,
development plans and decisions throughout the District.
III. HOUSING ELEMENT
Housing is vital to residents' well-being and the important goals and values of being a
welcoming and inclusive city, which the Comp Plan is intended to meet. ANC3B appreciates the
emphasis on creating additional opportunities to live in the District, including affordable
housing throughout the District. Creating and preserving affordable housing has been a goal
that our ANC has been strongly supporting, for all levels of affordability—from severe low
income to 30%, 60% and 80% of Area Median Income, including workforce housing, dedicated
housing for military veterans with limited resources, long-term supported housing for formerly
homeless individuals and households, as well as short-term emergency shelters for homeless
families such as The Brooks on Idaho Avenue, assisted living and nursing care for seniors and
others who need it. Housing will be needed for new residents, young professionals moving into
the workforce, growing families, households looking to downsize, and families and individuals
seeking rapid rehousing after experiencing financial crises or homelessness. (In January, the
Interagency Council on Homelessness shared its draft update of the District’s Homeward DC
plan for preventing and eliminating homelessness, which estimates that the city needs 1,500
more “slots” for individuals looking for rapid rehousing, which is a repeating demand as more
individuals fall into difficulties and need their own longer-term housing.)
The Comp Plan needs to provide for constructing and preserving housing in the city that will
meet each of those needs, including affordable housing. The Mayor’s goals of 36,000 new
housing units across all wards by 2025, including 12,000 “affordable” units, while admirable,
seems far short of the needs, particularly for low-cost housing. Plans need to accommodate the
number of residents who are on a District waiting list for public housing and housing vouchers,
are paying far more than the target 30% of monthly income on housing, need replacements for
deteriorating housing where they are now living, cannot find economical housing to which they
can move to fit the changing number of household members, or are currently homeless.
High cost or “luxury housing” seems to be in ample supply, with new units being added through
new construction and conversion of older units. What is in short supply is housing that can
accommodate low and moderate income households. The city needs to create incentive
programs to encourage more affordable units, preserve existing affordable units, identify
prospective properties where affordable and mixed income projects can be encouraged, and
make it a priority to encourage low and moderate cost housing along transit corridors with
available services so the available sites are not being exclusively devoted to high-cost housing.
ANC3B has a new project coming online for affordable workforce housing on Wisconsin Avenue
in the Glover Park commercial district, which the ANC encourages and welcomes. It is important
for additional projects to be developed on or near the Wisconsin Avenue corridor that provide
affordable housing, and the ANC hopes to assist in meeting that goal. The provisions H-1.3.4 for
co-housing and H-1.3.6 for Singe Room Occupancy units can be very useful, along with ¶309.12
discouraging tear-downs of existing moderate cost housing.
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The District must also specifically plan for housing that provides services to individuals requiring
ongoing assistance for social services or medical or mental health treatment, whether they
have been experiencing homelessness or facing other challenges. If District agencies have
assessed individuals as needing support services and assigned case workers or other service
providers to assist them, it is essential that they not be cut off from the services when they are
able to move to a new unit such as dedicated affordable housing, whether under a voucher
program or other public housing program. That has been happening too often and it is not right
or fair or effective in protecting the health and quality of life of residents. Our ANC has
maintained close touch with DHS, DBH, DCHD, the Council, senior services agencies and
providers of services for individuals experiencing homelessness, and this is always a major issue
in the discussion. Residents who have been receiving social services and medical or mental
health services and have been identified as needing continuing assistance deserve better from
the city. The Comp Plan and other plans for housing and other services must not ignore these
vital social and health needs, and just focus on the availability of physical units to house them.
The city must provide for those needs or we will not be meeting stated goals for housing equity.
A. Definition of Affordable Housing: One concern raised in ANC3B and other ANCs is the
suggestion in the amended Comp Plan, as well as in the Housing Equity Report of October 15,
2019, to define affordable housing goals only in terms of “dedicated affordable housing” that
will be “limited to” individuals meeting certain income standards. That approach would only
count those forms of “dedicated” housing as distinguished from “naturally occurring”
affordable housing available on the market, such as rent-controlled apartments and other
housing priced at levels affordable to people with low or moderate income. See the new
paragraph after ¶P500.3 of the Housing Element (p. 3 of 79)
Publicly supported housing, such as public housing and housing provided under public
programs such as Housing Choice Vouchers may be easier to count and map than the fuller
range of affordable housing, but that does not mean that for policy purposes the city should
not pay very close attention to the wide range of other affordable housing in its planning and
analysis. If city agencies and plans accept the suggested definition in setting and carrying out
goals for creating and preserving affordable housing in the coming years, the District will be
missing a major part of the housing that meets the needs of low and moderate income
residents today. The greatest loss of affordable housing I the District in recent decades has
been in the “naturally occurring” category where the housing is provided and paid for in the
private market. That does not make the losses any less damaging for the residents or the city. It
is very important that the city does not lose increasing numbers of housing units that are now
available at affordable prices on the market, including rent-controlled apartments and private
homes, which are already highly vulnerable to being razed and replaced or converted to higherpriced housing as development pressures continue.
B. Preserving Affordable Housing on the Market: Our ANC area is known as one of the few
places where young professionals and others can find affordable housing in an attractive
neighborhood within relatively short distance from downtown, jobs, schools, and essential
services. For the health and vibrancy of the community and the continued diversity of income
and backgrounds of residents, it is vitally important to preserve this type of affordable housing
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in our neighborhood, whether in rent-controlled buildings, accessory dwelling units, co-housing
or other economically priced housing that currently exist in Glover Park-Cathedral Heights, even
as the city also increases the number of new affordable units being created. The same applies
across the city. The city should have clear goals for building and preserving these types of
affordable housing in the market, though they may not meet the definition of “dedicated
affordable housing” limited to residents at certain income levels, under publicly subsidized
programs. Policies to provide financial Incentives should also be considered.
C. Linking Housing Plans to Infrastructure Plans: The Mayor’s housing goals call for significant
additional housing around the city, including in transit-oriented developments along Metrorail
routes. In Rock Creek West, the Comp Plan highlights Friendship Heights as well as portions of
Connecticut Avenue for additional housing density. The additional residents associated with the
new housing units will necessarily require additional infrastructure, whether it is utility services,
transportation, or public facilities. The capacity of the infrastructure and plans for expanding it
must be considered at the same time the housing is planned, or the area will not be able to
continue to function effectively for any residents.
D. Planning for School Capacity: The city’s estimates are that all the elementary schools in
Ward 3 will be at more than 110% of capacity in the coming decade. Many of those schools are
already operating at more than that level and are likely only to face greater shortages in
capacity compared to the number of students who would like to enroll. In recent years, our
local elementary school, Stoddert School has ranked as the most overcrowded school in the
city, with enrollment at 135% of capacity—the most overcrowded school in the city. Even after
a recent renovation, the school is using closets, administrative space and “demountable”
classrooms to accommodate all the students. Other elementary schools in the area, along with
the middle schools and high school, are also operating over their estimated capacity.
The educational quality at local schools remains high, but the overcrowding creates serious
strain on the facilities and limitations on the educational experience the schools can offer.
It is a major concern for the community that future additions to the housing stock, particularly
for families, will add further to the problems of overcapacity. The city is already struggling to
identify remedies for the overcrowding situation, even as forecasts of future enrollment in the
Rock Creek West area continue to rise.
The 2018 Public Education Master Facilities Plan predicted that 2,500 more students would be
enrolling in Wilson feeder schools by 2027-2028. Many of the local elementary schools have
been beautifully renovated and expanded over the past decade, and are already overcapacity
again. The sites are built out to the point that the required capacity is going to require
construction of additional schools. Over the past two years, the Wilson High School Feeder
Pattern Community Working Group developed an assessment of expected capacity needs and
estimated that 2025 “high-end” forecast scenarios, the average projected utilization across the
feeder pattern would reach 128% in their “high end” forecast. In its February 8, 2019, report,
the Ward 3-Wilson Feeder Educational Network called for construction of two new elementary
schools, a middle school, and a high school. Sites would have to be identified for any of these
new schools.
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The city’s next Master Facilities Plan should address this serious challenge, and deal with the
question of how and where land can be found for needed new schools, how development can
be distributed to encourage residents to make use of schools that are operating at less than
capacity, and how housing projects can be located to ease strain on already overcapacity
schools. Planning for housing development in areas with overcrowded schools must take into
account potential effects on public school enrollment, and planning for school capacity must
accompany plans for additional housing for families in the area.
IV. LAND USE ELEMENT: SUCCESSFUL NEIGHBORHOODS
The ANC appreciates the emphasis in the Rock Creek West Area Element on maintaining and
preserving stable neighborhoods. But the Land Use Element that deals with overall planning for
neighborhoods does not use the word “stable.” The amendments dealing with “Successful
Neighborhoods” and policies to ensure a high quality of life in the District’s residential
neighborhoods would remove the word “successful” from critical provisions and instead use
the word “inclusive” echoing the title of the 2006 Comp Plan, “Building an Inclusive City.” [See
¶308 and following sections of the Land Use Element].
The ANC agrees with the goals of an inclusive city that welcomes all residents in all
neighborhoods and communities. That is an important value for the city, as the Comp Plan
highlights. But to capture the full meaning and goals of successful neighborhoods still included
in various other provisions of the Land Use Element, it would be are more in keeping with the
rest of the language and provisions if the title of this section and other provisions dealing with
the character of neighborhoods NOT substitute the word “inclusive” for the word “successful”
in the title and other operative sentences, but use “inclusive” as part of the title and description
of successful neighborhoods. It would be far more meaningful and helpful for residents,
communities, and planners trying to sustain and foster well-functioning, healthy, safe and
inclusive neighborhoods if the headings and opening sentences of those sections of the plan
refer to the range of characteristics that make for a “successful neighborhood” and a “great
neighborhood,” as other paragraphs in those sections still call for, including ¶309.6 “What
Makes a Great Neighborhood?” As important as being inclusive is and will continue to be,
achieving a vibrant, thriving, and welcoming neighborhood requires other features if it is going
to be viable and sustainable for the longer term, including economic strength, access to housing
and transportation, the quality of public facilities and amenities, schools, parks and physical
environment, recreational and social opportunities, and less tangible aspects of the “social
capital” of a community. The key paragraphs about planning for high quality of life in District
neighborhoods should continue to reflect more of those factors, even as they underline the
importance that the neighborhoods be inclusive.
V. AREA ELEMENT ANACOSTIA RIVERFRONT
Another important “gateway" to the city is the Southeast entrance alongside the Potomac
River, via the Anacostia waterfront. The Comprehensive Plan considers the Anacostia
waterfront as its own Area Element, separate from the rest of Anacostia. The waterfront has no
permanent residents which makes it a bit awkward to speak about who the people are that the
Area Element is aimed at. However, the green areas and park facilities on the Anacostia
waterfront have for decades served the people who live in Anacostia, for recreation, relief from
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heat in the summer, relaxation in the beauty of the shoreline, the wider horizons the vistas
provide, and connection to each other and to the larger city and region around them. At one
ANC roundtable about the Comp Plan amendment cycle, an ANC member from Ward 8 asked
the OP staff, “Why did you take the waterfront away from us?” noting that the maps in the
draft Comp Plan have created a new boundary, a line between the people of Anacostia and
their waterfront, and instead of talking about what the community wants to see along the
waterfront, is proposing a new mixed use center for upscale market from outside Anacostia,
similar to The Wharf recently opened in Southwest Washington.
The Anacostia Waterfront is a large and uniquely special area with huge potential and major
attractions to meet many different interests. Should the Anacostia Waterfront be heavily
developed for commercial use? Should the Anacostia Waterfront be planned for people other
than the residents living nearby who need and want to have parkland and recreational facilities
there to enjoy with their families and friends? Is commercial development the highest and best
use for that special riverside environment, particularly when the city is looking for ways to keep
green space, preserve natural habitat, and reduce impervious surface area in the city? Is there a
need for a regional-scale commercial center along the Anacostia waterfront or would it be
more appropriate to plan local-scale attractions for the local community that would better
serve their needs? Can all these interests be accommodated in that area? The residents closest
to the Anacostia Waterfront should be at the heart of planning efforts for that land and the
major environmental and recreational amenity it represents for the community.
There are also questions of whether there a risk that a large regional commercial development
along the Anacostia Waterfront would draw patrons from existing developments and make it
more difficult for the restaurants and other business establishments in those areas to survive
and thrive. The District has the Georgetown Waterfront, Navy Yard, and the Southwest
Waterfront/”The Wharf” which are developed with restaurants and bars and promenades that
are crowded in evenings and weekends with tourists as well as residents from around the
region. The city also has seen mixed use development with restaurants, shops, other
commercial and residential projects in NoMa, H Street, 14th Street, Union Market, Shaw and
other emerging centers for cafes and theaters and bars and related destination commercial
establishments. They are competing with each other and with the older commercial centers
around the city including Georgetown and neighborhood commercial centers along Wisconsin
Avenue and Connecticut Avenue in Rock Creek West. The new areas offer vibrant, eye-catching
contemporary developments that draw people from miles away to experience the food and
entertainment available there. Is the market sufficient that they can attract sufficient
customers without taking away from the business that the other areas need to sustain
themselves? If not, it is important to consider those potential effects before developing new
plans for commercial development along the waterfront land in the District and committing to
more large-scale development along the same lines those other areas have followed. And the
process of developing a vision for that area of the waterfront on the south side of the Anacostia
River should start by including the people living closest to that waterfront land, the people of
Anacostia.

Attachment B
ANC3B Recommendations for Specific Provisions of Area Element for Rock Creek West
February 13, 2020
The land area in the ANC3B area of Glover Park and Cathedral Heights is primarily devoted to residential
use, with local commercial development primarily along Wisconsin Avenue in Glover Park.
¶2300.2 notes “Rock Creek West’s most outstanding characteristic is its stable, attractive neighborhoods.”
We are pleased to see that paragraph retained, as the stable attractive neighborhoods in our ANC provide
a high quality of life for people who live there and visit, shop, or go to the parks and restaurants and other
commercial establishments. The character of the neighborhoods is very important in attracting and
retaining residents and businesses.
We would also point to the importance of the tree canopy to the environment, which we highlight in the
section on the Environment below. This should be referred to as a major part of the character of the
neighborhoods in this paragraph and should be emphasized as a major part of ¶2309 Conserving and
Enhancing Community Resources, including the Naval Observatory Grounds (see below), ¶2309.4
National Park Service Areas, and ¶2309.6 historic resources.
¶2300.5 adds a paragraph on retail districts along the area’s major corridors, highlighting the competition
that commercial corridors in Rock Creek West have experienced for customers and for new restaurants
and retailers. This is a very important point and should be reflected in local planning and policies. This
paragraph mentions Main Street organizations In the area. We would suggest that the final sentence be
amended to say, “Additionally, Main Street organizations in Tenleytown and Van Ness as well as in
Glover Park and Woodley Park are working to help attract desired retailers and enliven and improve the
commercial areas.”
¶2300.10 adds a new sentence “Main Street organizations have been established for Van Ness and
Tenleytown.” We recommend that sentence be amended to add the Main Street organizations in Glover
Park and Woodley Park.
¶2308.2 Policy RCW-1.1.1: Neighborhood Conservation as amended calls for the city to “Preserve the
low density, stable neighborhoods west of Rock Creek Park” and goes on to highlight the “character of
these neighborhoods,” which we support. The amendments add a new final sentence acknowledging
“Updates to the Zoning Regulations offer the opportunity to create more accessory dwelling units
for this area to help absorb a share of the District’s growth and provide for a more proportional
share of the District’s growth and provide a more proportional share of affordable and moderate
income housing sensitive to existing neighborhood context.” Our ANC has strongly supported ADUs
and also building and preserving affordable and moderately priced housing, so we support this provision
with the amendment.
¶2308.4 Policy RCW-1.1.2: Conserving Neighborhood Commercial Centers
This provision calls for the city to “Support and sustain local retail uses and small businesses in the area’s
neighborhood commercial centers . . . Compatible new uses such as multi-family housing or
neighborhood-serving office space (above local-serving ground-floor retail uses) should be considered
within the area’s commercial centers to meet affordable and moderate income housing needs, provide
transit-oriented development, and sustain existing and new neighborhood-serving retail and small
businesses.” The ANC supports this provision as consistent with the hopes and interests of our area.
¶2308.5 Policy RCW-1.1.4 Infill Development
This provision calls for the city to “Recognize the opportunity for infill development within the areas
designated for commercial land use on the Future Land Use Maps. When such development is proposed,
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work with ANCs, residents, and community organizations to encourage mixed-use projects that combine
housing, including affordable housing, neighborhood serving retail, and commercial uses.” The
amendment, however, would delete an important provision which the ANC would like to see retained:
“Heights and densities for such development should be appropriate to the scale and character of adjoining
communities.” The ANC supports this provision as consistent with the hopes and interests of our
commercial area and nearby residential areas.
¶2308.8 Policy RCW -1.1.7: Housing for Seniors and Disabled Residents
This provision calls for the city to “Maintain and increase housing for elderly and disabled residents,
especially along the major transportation and commercial corridors of Wisconsin and Connecticut
Avenues.” The ANC supports the objective and content of this policy but recommends that the title and
first sentence be consistent in referring to “Seniors and residents with disabilities.”
¶2309 Conserving and Enhancing Community Resources includes several provisions related to National
Park Service land such as Glover Archbold Park and Rock Creek Park (¶2309.2e) and three provisions
dealing with the U.S. Naval Observatory. We support those provisions. The ANC is bordered on the west
by Glover Archbold Park and on the east by a narrow stretch of Rock Creek Park at the southeast corner
and north of that by the U.S. Naval Observatory. The Naval Observatory Grounds are located directly
behind the commercial establishments on the east side of Wisconsin Avenue for virtually the entire length
of the Glover Park commercial area. Both the National Park land and the Naval Observatory provide
extensive tree canopy and green areas adjacent to the neighborhood.
The Naval Observatory is an important and long-time part of the community and we work coordinate
when there are plans for projects within or adjacent to the Observatory Grounds. The mission of the
Observatory also requires special considerations of lighting as well as building height in the Glover Park
commercial district.
¶2309.2(d) highlights the policy to conserve the scenic resource of the U.S. Naval Observatory Grounds,
which we are happy to see retained in the amended draft Comp Plan.
¶2309.5 Policy RCW-1.2.4: C8ltural and Tourist Attractions mentions a policy to “encourage broader
recognition of other attractions in the area, such as the Naval Observatory . . .” Our neighborhood is
fortunate to have the large green area and significant and attractive tree canopy provided by the Nava
Observatory, which is lovely to see from a distance, outside the fences. We would note that with present
security provisions and extremely limited areas or opportunities for tourists to observe the grounds and
structures, the potential for additional recognition of the Naval Observatory as an attraction seems
minimal.
¶2309.7 Policy RCW-1.2.6: Naval Observatory calls for ensuring that planning decisions in the vicinity of
the Naval Observatory consider the possible impacts of light pollution and take appropriate steps to avoid
adverse impacts.
There is also a policy in the Environmental Protection Element that states that regulations for outdoor
lighting should be maintained that reduce light pollution and conserve energy, with particular attention to
glare and nighttime light trespass in the vicinity of the U.S. Naval Observatory.
Those provisions are consistent with the zoning code and policies, which guide the policy
recommendations of the ANC as well. All the commercial properties in ANC3B along Wisconsin Avenue
on both sides of the street, from Calvert Street south to Whitehaven Parkway on the west side and
Whitehaven Street on the east side (also including 3300 Whitehaven Street and 2001 Wisconsin) are in
the MU-27 zone, identified as the Naval Observatory Mixed Use Zone.
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The zoning code for MU-27 (§11-G800) states the purposes of the zone “promote the public health,
safety, and general welfare on land adjacent to or in close proximity to the highly sensitive and
historically important United States Naval Observatory, in keeping with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan” and the master plan for the U.S. Naval Observatory. The MU-27 zone is also
intended to “reduce or eliminate any possible harm or restrictions on the mission of the Federal
establishment within the zone” and “to provide additional controls on private land to protect recognized
federal interests including the critical scientific mission performed at the Naval Observatory and the
security needs of the Vice President’s residence located on the grounds.” DC Code 11-G803 also specifies
a 40-foot height limit in MU-27, to meet the purposes of the Naval Observatory Zone. See attached.
The ANC supports the purposes of the MU-27 zone, and will continue to work to ensure that the zoning
requirements are met, as reinforced by the Comp Plan, and the Naval Observatory grounds and mission
can be maintained. Many of the structures on nearby properties in the Glover Park commercial area are
not currently built to the floor area or 40-foot maximum allowable height limits. Some new development
is being added that will include additional stories for residential or in some cases commercial use above
first floor retail space. All proposals in the commercial area that go through zoning review must meet the
specific requirements and purposes of the MU-27 zone.
¶2309.9 Policy RCW-1.2.8: Schools and Libraries calls for expansion, renovation and improvement of
area schools, which is an important priority for our ANC, as our local public elementary school is are
among the most crowded in the city. One of the proposed amendments removes a clause that alluded to
the importance of considering schools “operating at or above capacity . . . in the approval of any
residential development that could exacerbate school overcrowding.” With such severe overcrowding in
area schools already, and which is getting worse year to year we also would also call for any development
of additional housing to accommodate families to be planned in coordination with plans for adding
capacity at DC public schools.
¶2309.12 Action RCW-1.2.A: Combined Sewer Separation calls for the city to “continue efforts to
separate storm sewers and sanitary sewers within the area’s stream valleys, with a priority on
rehabilitating the combined sewer in Glover Archbold Park.”
The ANC is pleased to see the mention of rehabilitating the sewer in Glover Archbold Park, which the
community has been discussing with DC Water since 2013 and we are anticipating that in the next few
years DC Water and the National Park Service will release a draft environmental assessment and circulate
it for public review and comment. We believe, however, that the action statement as written may be
misleading and partly incorrect. First, to the best our knowledge, the rehabilitation of the sewer pipe in the
stream valley in Glover Archbold Park does not involve separating storm sewers and sanitary sewers, and
should not be included in a sentence about that effort. Second, we understand that the city is not pursuing
separation of combined sanitary and stormwater systems right now except in two limited locations where
combined sewers spill into the Potomac River in Georgetown south of the C&O Canal (CSO 25 and CSO
26). See: https://www.dcwater.com/whats-going-on/news/dc-water-begins-sewer-investigationsgeorgetown-sewer-separation In 2005, DC Water entered a Consent Decree with the federal government
to reduce Combined Sewer Outflows in the District, and there were some small sewer separations
including in ANC3B at that time, which have been completed. There are no plans to pursue additional
separation of combined sewer systems.
Under the Consent Decree, DC Water is installing “green infrastructure” in the part of western Glover
Park to reduce stormwater run-off. This is the first year and the results will be evaluated by DC Water and
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, at which time DC Water will determine whether to pursue
additional green infrastructure or build a tunnel to hold overflow from the Combined Sewer Systems after
heavy storms to keep sewage out of the rivers. DC Water is now in the middle of the $2.6 billion Clean
Rivers Project initiated under the 2005 Consent Decree to build a series of other large tunnels under the
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shorelines of the Anacostia and Potomac Rivers to hold the outflow from combined storm and sanitary
sewers in the District, before the material goes to treatment at the Blue Plains wastewater treatment plant.
The cost of the Impervious Area Charges to cover the costs of the Clean Rivers Project currently makes
up more than 50% of most DC Water customers’ monthly bills, and the bills are expected to continue
reflecting these costs through the scheduled completion of the project in 2030 or beyond. The tunnels are
planned to last for many more decades. In 2015, DC water requested and was granted a modification to
the Consent Decree to allow use of green infrastructure in Glover Park and Georgetown to reduce
stormwater run-off, instead of building an additional tunnel along the waterfront in Georgetown. But
again, DC Water has not raised the prospect of a wide-scale project to replace combined sewers in our
area. OP should contact DC Water if additional clarification is needed. We recommend the following:
PROPOSED NEW WORDING: ¶2309.12 Action RCW-1.2.A: Improvements to Combined Sewer Systems
Complete current efforts to separate storm sewers and sanitary sewers. Place a priority
on rehabilitating the combined sewer in Glover Archbold Park.
¶2309.15 Action RCW-1.2.D: Senior Wellness Center Development calls for the city to “develop a
wellness center in the Rock Creek West Planning Area, partnering with existing facilities that serve all
ages and community groups to provide decentralized programming, activities, and services to the area’s
large population of older adults.” Our ANC pays close attention to interests and issues of seniors in the
area, and for several years we have participated in discussions with seniors and providers of senior
services about proposals for improving wellness services for area seniors. Wards 2 and 3 do not have a
fixed facility designated as a Senior Wellness Center and the city has asked about establishing a single
wellness center for the area, but many of our constituents do not support having a single fixed base senior
for that purpose. Because the area west of Rock Creek is so large and senior adults reside in every
neighborhood from Palisades and Georgetown to Chevy Chase, the distance from any one location in
Rock Creek West to a fixed senior wellness center in another part of the area could be as much as 6 miles.
That is a considerable distance for seniors to have to go for a daily or weekly activity. To be most
effective at drawing seniors and meeting their needs, activities much closer to their home would be much
more convenient and practicable. For that reason, our ANC strongly supports the current pilot program
sponsored by the city to develop “satellite” wellness centers at multiple locations around the Rock Creek
West area.
We appreciate the addition of a new clause in this action item about using “existing facilities that serve all
ages and community groups to provide decentralized programming, activities, and services to the area’s
large population of older adults,” With that amendment , however, the paragraph seems ambiguous about
whether it is recommending: a senior center at some fixed location in the Rock Creek West area or more
of a “virtual” center offering services at many different locations in Rock Creek West coordinated across
the area but not an actual fixed senior wellness “center.”
This has been a subject of dialogue and coordination among residents, ANCs and Councilmember Mary
Cheh, as well as Iona Senior Services as the designated provider for senor services in Ward 3, and the DC
Office on Aging (now the Department of Aging and Community Living). The Council has provided
funding for the pilot efforts to create a satellite wellness center for Wards 2 and 3. We would recommend
that the provision be amended to reflect those facts:
PROPOSED NEW WORDING: ¶2309.15 Action RCW-1.2.D: Senior Wellness Services
Develop and support a strong senior wellness program in the Rock Creek West Planning Area using
existing facilities in the community to provide decentralized programming, activities, and services to the
area’s large population of older adults.

COMMENTS FROM ANN LANE MLADINOV ON
DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO THE DC COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (“COMP PLAN”)
FEBRUARY 14, 2020
I have been the member of my Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC3B serving Glover ParkCathedral Heights) who monitored and participated in the current amendment cycle for the Comp Plan.
My ANC has adopted an official letter to OP with comments and recommendations related to the draft
amendments to the Comp Plan, dated December 12 2019, and also February 13, 2020).
I was trained in City and Regional Planning, and I admire very much the planners who work with the
community and ANCs on developing Comprehensive Plans and other plans for the District. You are
trained and devoted professionals who care about your work and about the city you serve. That is
evident each time I have a chance to call or meet or participate in a meeting with members of the Office
of Planning (OP). I do not envy you the assignment to work on this amendment cycle of the DC
Comprehensive Plan (“Comp Plan”) as it is a huge task to be responsible even tangentially in shaping a
comprehensive plan for any city. The document is lengthy and complex, and each part is connected with
many different elements as well as many different policies and programs and laws and regulations
across the government and beyond. You also have the daunting challenge of working within a process
that top executive officials would not allow to follow the generally prescribed or required course for a
process to change the Comp Plan as significantly as is being proposed in this amendment cycle.
As my ANC and I have expressed several times to OP during the past few years of the current
amendment cycle, it is frustrating and regrettable that the process for developing and putting forward
such numerous and significant changes in the Comp Plan have not included:
• Evaluation of what is working well or not so well--strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, challenges.
Performance measures. Data. Surveys, interviews, analysis at a deep level. And public outreach.
• Extensive outreach including public forums and conversations with individuals and groups around each
part of the city about the changes they have been observing in their community, the physical character,
demographic and social and economic conditions, infrastructure, housing and development patterns,
including what they welcome or fear, like or dislike, promote or question.
• Concerted efforts to reach and elicit comments from the broadest possible number of residents and
other stakeholders about their “vision” and priorities for the city, particularly related to the physical
design, appearance, and plans for the future.
• Full opportunities for the public to review and comment on proposed drafts of any update or rewrite
some or all of the Comp Plan, including suggested amendments and suggested items to retain, before
proposed changes to any part of the Comp Plan are forwarded to the Council for review and approval.
Of course, to gather the people’s observations across such a comprehensive range of topics and areas
would have required a comprehensive outreach effort. To assess how the city is doing in all the
elements of “vision” and priorities to serve as the foundation for a comprehensive document of this
magnitude would require a comprehensive evaluation, with a wide involvement across disciplines,
stakeholder groups, and geographic areas, at many levels. To understand what such a large and complex
collection of proposed amendments should mean in a “comprehensive” document would have required
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a “comprehensive” analysis. And to communicate what the goals and objectives and likely on-theground effects of the proposed changes would be to people around the city would have required a
comprehensive education effort. Was any of that done? No.
When the number of proposed amendments to the Comp Plan exceeded the number submitted in the
previous amendment cycle—presumably, at some point, by a magnitude sufficient to call it
“exponential”—should have set off a blinking “caution” light for somebody. Multiple
ANCs/Commissioners and other parties called for a pause at the very start of the Open Call for
Amendments, so OP, other planners working for city agencies, and members of the public could assess
what was actually going well or not going as well under the existing Comp Plan. That was not done.
I heard little if any disagreement about making updates to reflect new zoning provisions, other laws and
regulations, Small Area Plans and other plans that city agencies had developed since the 2011
amendment cycle. However, multiple ANCs/Commissioners and other parties asked for (and were
promised) a chance to get a full set of the proposed amendments that OP received, with indications of
who submitted them and what they were intended to do, as a foundation for participating in the
required public review and public comment period before any amendments went to the Council. That
was not done either. I asked if there could be outreach to the public to ask ANCs and other stakeholders
to note what they liked and wanted to see maintained in the Comp Plan, instead of asking only for
suggestions of things that stakeholders would like to change.
The Open Call was open but it was only open for proposed amendments. It was not a call for comments
or data that could be used for evaluation of what should be changed and what should be retained in the
Comp Plan. It does not take any deep insight to appreciate that calling for suggested amendments is
overtly biased toward change and those who want to see change. OP staff said they would be willing to
take comments about what our ANCs would like to keep in the Comp Plan, but the online forum was
geared to submitting amendments to each specific provision, not to getting other types of comments.
All these suggestions seem like logical and valuable parts of an open and honest process to update or
rewrite the Comp Plan, as the proposed amendments would do.
Did the drivers of the Comp Plan slow down the process? At every point when a red flag was waved and
the city could have paused to try to redress some of the deficiencies in the process, there was virtual
silence from top officials responsible for setting the calendar for the amendment cycle. At a briefing for
ANC Commissioners in mid-2017, OP did commit to share a file with every amendment that was
submitted, coded to indicate where it came from, what it might change, and which ANCs it would affect.
Was that done? No need to answer. The promise was never really credible, but it suggested a welcome
interest on OP’s part to sharing information and wanting to be transparent and helpful in working with
ANCs and communities. The commitments seemed sincere when they were stated but the staff had an
overwhelming number of proposed amendments to deal with and the promise could not be fulfilled.
With 3,000 amendments scattered throughout the document, and linked across multiple elements, it
would take months of full-time work to figure out all the possible provisions that might be affected, and
all the possible sites or locations. Nobody really knows that still. And because many of the amendments
were proposed as part of a set of proposals designed to work together to achieve particular goals –
which were never clearly articulated in any official or public documents—trying to identify the effects of
any one in isolation would likely be very partial at best, and more likely actually misleading. Again,
comprehensive presentations of the contents of the amendments
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The Comp Plan headed onto a different track. Most observers didn’t realize the commitments to share
the proposed amendments and open them up to public review and comments had been dropped. The
process rolled on without meeting that requirement and the next thing we knew, the 60+ page draft
amended Framework Element was sent to directly to the Council for review and hearings.
Then alarms sounded, and hundreds of people registered their unhappiness, testifying to the Council
until several hours after midnight in March 2018. The result was widespread frustration, distrust, anger,
and suspicion of OP and the process. At that point, the brakes went on. The Council took on the
responsibility of weighing all the interests and comments and coming up with a rewrite of the
Framework Element.
Fifteen months went by, while OP continued to work on going through the rest of the Comp Plans to
ensure that a complete mark-up of all the pages (1,500 in all) would be available for review and
comment once the Council adopted the first 60+ page framework. In July 2019, the Council shared a
new draft Framework Element, gave it a first reading in July 2019, and approved it on October 8, 2019.
On October 15, 2019, OP shared the full red-line version of its draft amended Comp Plan, edited to
comport with the amendments adopted in the Framework Element the week before. The due date was
set for December 20 for the general public, January 31 for ANCs, and in a gracious move, OP Director
Andrew Trueblood agreed to give “great weight” to ANCs comments. That was a significant change from
previous announcements, because the DC Office of Attorney General had reviewed provisions of DC
Code and said that “great weight” does not extend to ANC comments on plans such as the Comp Plan,
on the basis that the executive agency does not make the “final decision,” the Council makes the final
decision. In response to repeated calls for additional time to submit comments, the Mayor did announce
a 3-week extension of the comment period for the general public, until January 10, and a 2-week
extension for ANC comments, until February 14.
Extensive public outreach, full sharing of information, efforts to educate the public so they would
understand what proposed changes would mean if they were implemented—These were unfortunately
never done. When I spoke at the ANC briefing in May 2019 about the deficiencies in the process to date,
I said after the discussions that I wished we all could start the process over and do it right, and the host
of the event said if he had the option, he would probably do that. But we had to move forward.
On May 14, 2019, we received a press release:
Over the past three years, Mayor Bowser and the DC Office of Planning (OP) have collected
community input to understand what residents care about most as the District continues to thrive,
grow, and prosper. Eight DC values – accessibility, diversity, equity, livability, opportunity,
prosperity, resilience, and safety – aim to express the essence of what makes DC home for a diverse,
inclusive community. Feedback on these values will help guide OP through the remainder of the
Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) Amendment process. . . . OP has launched a
new DC2ME campaign featuring the values and a community survey.”
The Values campaign was open to the public participate by online survey, indicating in order how much
they cared about the 8 “values,” in order of importance. The scores were reported, for the city as a
whole and for each ward, in a glossy publication that was inserted in the packets at events organized to
promote OP’s draft amended Comp Plan. The report, optimistically titled, “Our Shared DC Values: Reengaging the Public in the District of Columbia Comprehensive Plan Amendment Process,” was issued on
September 30, 2019. Of the city’s population of over 700,000 people, a total of 3,097 people (less than
½ of one percent) participated in the Values campaign, 2,494 of them online and 603 in person. The
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numbers of participants ranged from 206 in Ward 8 to 523 in Ward 6—clearly neither a large share nor
any kind of representative sample of the people of the District.
The report said the Values effort was “an important step to re-engage with the public and provide a
bridge between Open Call and the release of the remaining chapters of the Draft Comp Plan,
anticipated for Fall of 2019. “Livability, Safety, and Equity got the largest number of “votes” citywide, so they were described as the most important for the amended Comp Plan to emphasize.
OP’s press release announced, “As we work hard to produce an amended Comp Plan that represents all
DC residents, we are excited [to] find that the most important concepts in the Comp Plan align with the
values most important to residents.” But what really did it represent, either to a member of the public
or to the Office of Planning? Your values are the values you try to live by--all of them, not a few that you
pick and choose because you like them the best. They are the foundation stones of your behavior and
decisions. This is another illustration of the failure of the Comp Plan amendment cycle to accomplish
what the process should have been aiming to do if the intention was truly to develop a new vision for
the city. To be “our vision,” a plan needs to represent the actual voices and interests and priorities of the
people, which were never sought in the entire 3-year process.
I am sympathetic with the call by the Committee of 100 to set aside the results of this amendment cycle
and try again for a better process for the full rewrite of the Comp Plan, due in 2026. (See the
recommendations in the ANC3B letter to OP of February 13, 2020.)
The process did not meet the legal requirements for a Comp Plan update, or the professional
expectations for developing a comprehensive plan for one of the most important and most visible cities
in the United States. For planners, a comprehensive plan is the essential guidebook and platform for all
other planning. For residents, the comprehensive plan should express our priorities and our hopes, and
support and protect our interests as the most fundamental part of the life of the place that is our home.
This is a plea to OP, to our elected leaders in the executive and the Council, to do your best to listen to
the voices of the people of the District in the next steps of this cycle of the Comp Plan process and
whatever the result, resolve to do a more responsible and inclusive and equitable job in the round of
planning we will soon begin, in order to formulate a full rewrite of the DC Comprehensive Plan to guide
the city for the next two decades. We can do better and we must do better, if we are going to be a truly
inclusive city in the way we plan and the way we live.
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